Breakout Kit FAQ’s
How do I set / re-set the 3-digit/ 4-digit locks?
1. The lock ships with the combination of "000". ("0000" for the 4-digit version)
2. Turn the number dials until the side of the lock shows “000”. ("0000" for the 4-digit version)
3. Pull up on the shackle to open the lock.
4. Turn the shackle 90° so that the metal tab lines up with the groove facing the front of the lock.
5. Push the shackle downwards and, while pushing down, turn the numbers until you have your
desired combination.
6. After the combination is set, stop pushing down on the shackle.
7. Place the shackle back into the lock. Roll the numbers on the side and your lock should be
successfully locked and keyed to open with your combination.

How do I set/re-set the Multilocks?
1. The Multilock's default combination is to line up all of the protruding knobs on the wheels along
the bottom of the lock.
o

The Alphabet Multilock is a default combination of AAKUA

o

The Directional Multilock is a default combination of all the arrows facing to the right.

2. Move all the knobs so that they are lined up with the Breakout EDU symbol on the bottom of
the lock.
3. Pull up on the lock shackle.
4. Twist and remove the metal end piece on the opposite side of where the shackle is.

5. Remove the 5 Wheels.
6. Ensure that the red marks remain aligned with Breakout EDU logo on the bottom side of the
lock.
7. IMPORTANT NOTE - The first wheel is different than the other wheels (see image above). The
first wheel will have spokes that stick out around the left side of it. That wheel must be placed
onto the open lock first. BE SURE TO ONLY USE A STARTER WHEEL IN THE FIRST SLOT.
8. Slide the wheels onto the lock with the symbol/letter/shape/color you would like on the red line
of the lock that aligns with the Breakout EDU logo.
9. Place the metal cap back into place and turn it so the lock is ready to close. IMPORTANT: Be sure
that that the rings don't shift while placing the cap back on. This will change your desired
combination.
10. Reinsert the shackle and scramble the wheels to lock.
The image below shows the direction that the locks need to be placed on the lock. The middle row is the
part of the wheel with the protuberance. Please ensure that you place the Starter Ring on first, followed
by four Standard Rings.

Do you have any Warranty?

Sure do.
Your Breakout EDU Kit and its contents are under our warranty for 60-days that begins on the date of
delivery.
If you have any issues with the kit, please email MSwan@NationalTheatre.com and we will be glad to
help you.
Do I need different kits for different games?
Nope. All Breakout EDU games are designed with the Breakout EDU kit in mind. The locks and other kit
items are designed to be reset in order to play all the games on the Breakout EDU platform.
What's included in the kit?
Each kit comes with a large Breakout EDU box, a smaller lockable box, a blue hasp, a key lock, an
Alphabet Multilock, a Directional Multilock, Color Mulitlock Wheels, Shape Multilock Wheels, Number
Multilock Wheels, a red lens viewer, a deck of Reflection Cards, a 4-digit lock, a 3-digit lock, a UV flashlight, 2 Hint Cards, a USB drive, and an invisible ink pen. The kit also comes with 12 months of access to
the Breakout EDU platform with 100+ Subject Pack games and the Breakout EDU Digital Game Creator.
Want to learn more? Visit https://www.breakoutedu.com/breakoutedukit to explore each item in the
kit.
Flashlight Help
The Breakout EDU kit comes with a UV flashlight. The flashlight runs on 3 AAA batteries. The kit ships
with 3 starter batteries but can be replaced with any brand AAA batteries when the UV flashlight stops
shining brightly.
Please follow the instructions below if you need help getting the flashlight to work.
Unscrew the cap at the rear of the flashlight.
Remove the plastic battery holder.

Install the 3 AAA Batteries into the battery holder by placing the negative side of the battery on the
spring and pushing the positive side of the battery into the compartment with the '+' on it. Repeat for all
3 batteries.

Insert the battery compartment into the flashlight with the '+' side facing towards the front of the
flashlight
Replace the rear cap and screw it back into place.

